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Abstract
We propose a framework for improving both the scalability aswell
as the accuracy of pointer alias analysis, irrespective of its flow or
context-sensitivities, by leveraging a three-pronged strategy that ef-
fectively combinesdivide and conquer, parallelizationandfunction
summarization. A key step in our approach is to first identify small
subsets of pointers such that the problem of computing aliases of
any pointer can be reduced to computing them in these small sub-
sets instead of the entire program. In order to identify these subsets,
we first apply a series of increasingly accurate but highly scalable
(context and flow-insensitive) alias analyses in a cascadedfashion
such that each analysisAi works on the subsets generated by the
previous oneAi−1. Restricting the application ofAi to subsets gen-
erated byAi−1, instead of the entire program, improves it scalabil-
ity, i.e.,Ai is bootstrappedby Ai−1. Once these small subsets have
been computed, in order to make our overall analysis accurate, we
employ our new summarization-based flow and context-sensitive
alias analysis. The small size of each subset offsets the higher com-
putational complexity of the context-sensitive analysis.An impor-
tant feature of our framework is that the analysis for each ofthe
subsets can be carried out independently of others thereby allow-
ing us to leverage parallelization further improving scalability.

1. Introduction
Static analysis has recently emerged as a powerful technique for
detecting potential bugs in large-scale real-life programs. To be ef-
fective, such static analyses must satisfy two key conflicting criteria
- accuracy and scalability. Since static analyses typically work on
heavily abstracted versions of the given program, they may poten-
tially generate many false positives. The key challenge, therefore,
is to reduce the number of false positives while keeping the analysis
scalable. However the accuracy and scalability of most static error
detection methods strongly hinge on the precision and efficiency
of the underlying pointer analysis, especially for C programs. This
makes an accurate as well as scalable pointer analysis indispens-
able for such applications.

We propose a framework for improving both the scalability as
well as the accuracy of pointer alias analysis, irrespective of its
flow or context-sensitivities, by leveraging a combinationof divide
and conquer, parallelizationandfunction summarization. The key
strategy underlying our analysis is to first use an efficient and scal-
able analysis to identify small subsets of pointers, calledclusters,
that have the crucial property that the computation of the aliases
of a pointer in a program can be reduced to the computation of its
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aliases in each of the small clusters in which it appears. This, in ef-
fect, decomposes the pointer analysis problem into much smaller
sub-problems where instead of carrying out the pointer analysis
for all the pointers in the program, it suffices to carry out separate
pointer analyses for each small cluster. Furthermore, given a clus-
ter only statements that could potentially modify aliases of point-
ers in that cluster need be considered. Thus each cluster induces a
(usually small) subset of statements of the given program towhich
the pointer analysis can be restricted thereby greatly enhancing its
scalability. Once this partitioning has been accomplished, a highly
accurate pointer analysis can then be leveraged. The small size of
each cluster then offsets the higher computational complexity of
this more precise analysis.

In order to identify the clusters, we apply a series of increas-
ingly accurate (but less scalable) alias analyses in a cascaded fash-
ion such that each analysisAi works on the pointer subsets gen-
erated by the previous oneAi−1 and not on the entire program.
Restricting the application ofAi to subsets generated byAi−1, in-
stead of the entire program, improves its scalability. In other words,
Ai is bootstrappedby Ai−1. Once these small clusters have been
computed, in order to make our overall analysis accurate, weem-
ploy our new summarization-based flow and context-sensitive alias
analysis. We start the bootstrapping by applying the highlyscal-
able Steensgaard’s analysis [13] to identify clusters as points-to
sets defined by the (Steensgaard) points-to graph. Since Steens-
gaard’s analysis is bidirectional, it turns out that these clusters are,
in fact, equivalence classes of pointers and so the resulting clus-
ters are referred to asSteensgaard Partitions. In case there exist
Steensgaard partitions whose cardinality is too large for acontext-
sensitive alias analysis to be viable (as determined by a threshold
size), Andersen’s analysis [1] is then performed separately on these
large partitions. Thus whereas Andersen’s analysis, whichis more
accurate than Steensgaard’s, might have been less scalableon the
original program, leveraging Steensgaard’s analysis to first parti-
tion the set of pointers in the program improves it scalability, viz.,
Steensgaard’s analysis bootstraps Andersen’s analysis. Indeed, the
maximum Steensgaard partition size that we encountered in our
benchmark suite was 596 for thesendmailprogram that had a to-
tal of 65134 pointers thus clearly demonstrating the reduction in the
scale of the problem. Note that Andersen’s points-to analysis, being
unidirectional, is more precise than Steensgaard’s which is bidirec-
tional. Hence it produces smaller clusters than Steensgaard’s anal-
ysis. For instance, the Steensgaard partition of size 596 inthesend-
mail example was broken up into several Andersen clusters, the
maximum size of which was 193. Usually, Andersen clusters are
small enough so that our summary-based flow and context-sensitive
pointer analysis becomes viable.

Figure 1 shows that the plot of frequency of each cluster sizein
the Linux Driverautofswhich is typical across all the examples that
we considered. The white squares represent Steensgaard partitions
whereas black squares represent Andersen clusters. Note (i) the
high density of both white and black squares for low values ofclus-
ter size, (ii) the stark difference in maximum size of Steensgaard
partitions (isolated white square to the far right) and Andersen clus-
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ters. It shows that by simply generating Steensgaard/Andersen clus-
ters, we canlocalizethe aliasing problem to only the relevant point-
ers making it possible to efficiently compute precise aliases for
them. More generally, bootstrapping allows one to string together a
series of pointer analyses of increasing accuracy till the subsets are
small enough to ensure scalability of a highly precise aliasanalysis,
context-sensitive or not. This not only ensures scalability but also
improves the accuracy of the overall analysis. Furthermore, since
these clusters can be analyzed independently of each other,it gives
us the ability to leverage parallelization which is important given
the increasing prevalence of multi-core processors.

Another key contribution of this paper is a new summarization-
based approach for flow and context-sensitive alias analysis. One
of the key bottlenecks in context-sensitive alias analysisis that the
number of contexts grows exponentially with the number of func-
tions in the given program. Typically, large-scale C programs tend
to have a large number of small functions which can easily cause
the number of contexts to blow up and overwhelm the analysis.

Function summarization offers an effective solution for han-
dling this blow-up in the number of contexts. Indeed, summariza-
tion is, by its very nature, compositional thus making it robustly
scalable to large code. A summarization-based technique relying
on the building of partial transfer functions has been explored be-
fore for pointer analysis [18]. The key idea there was to capture
all the different ways in which the points-to relation between the
parameters of a function can be modified by executing the func-
tion body. Our summarization technique is different and relies on
capturing sequences of assignments to pointers that are relevant for
aliasing. Summarization of assignment sequences, which are sim-
pler objects than points-to graphs, can be accomplished more com-
pactly. In order to compute summaries for a given Andersen cluster
A, we first use a dataflow analysis to identify the pointersVA and
the setStA of statements modifying these pointers that may affect
aliases of pointers inA. Next, the summary tuples are computed
by analyzing pointers inVA. Recursion is handled by processing
the strongly connected components of the function call graph in
reverse topological order. For each strongly connected component,
we use a fixpoint algorithm to compute summary tuples for each
function in that component. The aliases of a pointer in a given con-
text can then be computed by splicing together local assignment
sequences as captured by the summary tuples for all the functions
in the order in which they appear in the given context. Tracking

sequences of assignments locally within each function and splicing
them together across functions in the given context makes our anal-
ysis flow-sensitive not just locally inside a function, as was the case
in [15], but for the entire program.

A crucial point is that bootstrapping allows us to exploit locality
of reference. Indeed, since Andersen’s clusters are typically small,
by restricting summary computation to each individual cluster en-
sures that the resulting summaries will also be small. Secondly, the
number of statements modifying values of pointers in a givenclus-
ter also tend to be few and highly localized to a few functions. This
in turn, obviates the need for computing summaries for functions
that don’t modify any pointers in the given cluster which typically
accounts for majority of the functions. Note that without clustering
it would be hard to ensure viability of the summarization approach.
Thus it is the synergy between divide and conquer and summariza-
tion (and parallelization) that ensures scalability of ourapproach.

Another advantage of bootstrapping is flexibility as it gives us
the ability to pick and choose which clusters to explore. Indeed,
based on the application, we may not be interested in accurate
aliases for all pointers in the program but only a small subset. As
an example, for lockset computation used in data race detection,
we need to compute must-aliases only for lock pointers. Thuswe
need to consider only clusters having at least one lock pointer. In
fact, as is to be expected, since a lock pointer can alias onlyto
another lock pointer, we need to consider clusters comprised solely
of lock pointers. This makes our analysis extremely flexibleas it
can be adapted on-the-fly based on the demands on the application.
Moreover one may choose to engage different pointer analysis
methods to analyze different clusters based on their sizes and access
densities resulting in a hybrid approach. Thus bootstrapping makes
our framework flexible which can adapted according to the needs
of the target application.

Related Work. Most scalable pointer alias analyses for C pro-
grams have been context or flow-insensitive. Steensgaard [13]
was the first to propose a unification based highly scalable flow
and context-insensitive pointer analysis. The unificationbased ap-
proach was later extended to give a more accurate one-flow anal-
ysis that has one-level of inclusion constraints [3, 4] and bridges
the precision gulf between Steensgaard’s and Andersen’s analy-
sis [1]. Inclusion-based algorithms have been explored to push the
scalability limits of alias analysis [2, 9, 10, 11, 14]. For many ap-
plications where flow-sensitivity is not important, context-sensitive
but flow-insensitive alias analyses have been explored [6, 7].

The idea of partitioning the set of pointers in the given pro-
gram into clusters and performing an alias analysis separately on
each individual cluster has been explored before [19]. However,
the clustering in [19] was based on treating pointers, references
or dereferences thereof, purely as syntactic objects and bycom-
puting a transitive closure over them with respect to the equality
relation. A clustering based on Steensgaard’s analysis takes into
account not just assignments between pointers (at the same level
in Steensgaard’s hierarchy) but also points-to relation between ob-
jects (at different levels in the hierarchy). As a result, Steensgaard
partitions are much more refined, i.e., smaller in size than the ones
based on purely syntactic criteria. Furthermore, cascading of sev-
eral analyses for increasing precision via cluster refinement has, to
the best of our knowledge, not been considered before.

There is also substantial prior work on flow and context-
sensitive alias analysis. An early attempt, shown to handleup to
4KLOC, was proposed in [12]. The use of partial transfer functions
for summarization [18] discussed before has been shown to handle
code up to 20KLOC of C code. A method for computing aliasing
information for stack allocated data structures was presented in
[5]. A compositional and interprocedural pointer analysisfor Java
programs was given in [16]. By using symbolic data structures like



BDDs to represent summaries encoded in terms of transfer func-
tions, context and flow-sensitive alias analysis has been shown to
scale up to 25KLOC [21]. The use of BDDs for pointer analysis
was pioneered by Zhu [20, 21]. In related work, it has been shown
that BDDs can be used for efficiently computing context-sensitive
inclusion based points-to sets for Java programs [2]. More recently,
the use of BDDs to represents relations in Datalog [17] has been
proposed. Representing pointer analysis as a logic programming
problem allows it be formulated as a sets of datalog rules which
can then be used to compute BDDs for a context-sensitive alias
analysis [15] with limited flow sensitivity. This approach has been
shown to be successful for Java but less so for C programs. A
flow and context-sensitive alias analysis with (limited) path sen-
sitivity but one which requires user annotations and is therefore
semi-automatic, was presented in [8]. In contrast, our analysis is
fully automatic.

To sum up, our key new contributions are a framework for
scalable flow and context-sensitive pointer alias analysisthat

• ensures scalability as well as accuracy by applying a seriesof
analysis in a cascaded fashion

• is flexible
• is fully automatic
• provides a new summarization technique that is more succinct

than existing ones.

2. Bootstrapping
We start by fixing some notation. For a given programProg, let P
denote the set of all pointers ofProg. Then forQ ⊆ P , we use
StQ to denote the set of statements ofProg executing which may
affect the aliases of some pointer inQ. Furthermore, forq ∈ Q,
Alias(q, StQ) denotes the set of aliases ofq in a programProgQ

resulting fromProgwhere each assignment statement not inStQ is
replaced by askipstatement and all conditional statements ofProg
are treated as evaluating totrue. In other words, all statements of
Progother than those inStQ are ignored inProgQ.

Our main goal in this section is to show how to compute subsets
P1, ..., Pm of P such that

(i) P =
⋃

i
Pi

(ii) For eachp ∈ P , Alias(p, StP ) =
⋃

i
Alias(p, StPi

)
(iii) The maximum cardinality ofPi (and ofStPi

) over all i is
small. This is required in order to ensure scalability in computing
the setsAlias(p, StPi

).
Note that goal (ii) allows us to decompose computation of

aliases for each pointerp ∈ P in the given program to computing
aliases ofp with respect to each of the subsetsPi in the program
ProgPi

. This enables us to leverage divide and conquer. However,
in order to accomplish this decomposition care must be takenin
constructing the setsP1, ..., Pn which need to be defined in a
way so as not to miss any aliases. We refer to setsP1, ..., Pm

satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above as aDisjunctive Alias Cover.
Furthermore, if the setsP1,...,Pm are all pairwise disjoint then they
are referred to as aDisjoint Alias Cover.

Remark 1. As is usual (see, for example, [3]), we assume, for
the sake of simplicity, that each pointer assignment in the given
program is of one of the following four types (i)x = y, (ii)
x = &y, (iii) ∗x = y, and (iv) x = ∗y. These cases capture
the main issues in pointer alias analysis. The general case can be
handled with minor modifications to our analysis. Recursionis
allowed. Heaps are handled by representing a memory allocation
at program locationloc by a statement of the formp = &allocloc.
A memory deallocation is replaced by a statement of the form
p = NULL. We flatten all structures by replacing them with
collections of separate variables - one for each field. This converts

main(){
1a: p = &a;
2a: q = &b;
3a: r = &c;
4a: q = p;
5a: q = r;

}

p q r

a b c

p q r

a, b, c

Andersen Graph Steensgaard Graph

Figure 2. Steensgaard vs. Andersen Points-to Graphs

all accesses to fields of structures into regular assignments between
such variables. While this was required in our framework formodel
checking programs, an important side benefit is that this makes
our pointer analysis field sensitive. Pointer arithmetic is, for now,
handled in a naive manner, by aliasing all pointer operands with the
resulting pointer. Function pointers are handled as in [5].

Remark 2. In the interest of brevity, we touch on (the now
standard) Steensgaard’s analysis and associated terminology like
points-to relations, Steensgaard points-to graph, etc., only briefly
without providing a formal description which can be found in[13].

2.1 Steensgaard Partitioning

In Steensgaard’s analysis [13], aliasing information is maintained
as a relation over abstract memory locations. Every location l is as-
sociated with a label or set of symbolsφ and holds some contentα
which is an abstract pointer value. Points-to information between
abstract pointers is stored as a points-to graph which is a directed
graph whose nodes represent sets of objects and edges encodethe
points-to relations between them. Intuitively, an edgee : v1 → v2

from nodesv1 to v2 represents the fact that a symbol inv1 may
point to some symbol in the set represented byv2. The effect of
an assignment from pointersy to x is to equate the contents of the
location associated withy to x. This is carried out via unification
of the locations pointed-to byy andx into one unique location and
if necessary propagating the unification to their successors in the
points-to graph. Assignments involving referencing or dereferenc-
ing of pointers are handled similarly. Since Steensgaard’sanalysis
does not take the directionality of assignments into account, it is
bidirectional. This makes it less precise but highly scalable. Figure
2 shows the Steensgaard points-to graph for a small example.

The Steensgaard Points-to Hierarchy.The key feature of Steens-
gaard’s analysis that we are interested in is the well known fact that
the points-to sets so generated are equivalence classes. Hence these
sets define a partitioning of the set of all pointers in the program
into disjoint subsets thatrespect the aliasing relation, i.e., a pointer
can only be aliased to pointers within its own partition. We shall
henceforth refer to each equivalence class of pointers generated by
Steensgaard’s analysis as aSteensgaard Partition. For pointerp, let
np denote the node in the Steensgaard points-to graph represent-
ing the Steensgaard partition containingp. A Steensgaard points-to
graph defines an ordering on the pointers inP which we refer to as
theSteensgaard points-to hierarchy. For pointersp, q ∈ Q, we say
that p is higher thanq in the Steensgaard points-to hierarchy, de-
noted byp > q, or equivalently byq < p, if np andnq are distinct
nodes and there is a path fromnp to nq in the Steensgaard points-to



main(){
int a, b;
int *x;
1a: x = &a;
2a: y = &b;
3a: p = x;
4a: *x = *y;

}

Figure 3. Identifying relevant statements

graph. Also, we writep ∼ q to mean thatp andq both belong to the
same Steensgaard partition. TheSteensgaard depthof a pointerp
is the length of the longest path in the Steensgaard points-to graph
leading to nodenp. That the notion of Steensgaard depth is well-
defined follows from the fact that a Steensgaard points-to graph is
a forest of directed acyclic graphs (see comment below).

Important Remark. The Steensgaard points-to graph should not
be confused with graph of the points-to relation. The graph of
the points-to relation can contain cycles. However, a Steensgaard
points-to graph which is over sets (equivalence classes) ofpointers
and not individual pointers isalwaysacyclic. Consider the assign-
ment ∗p = p which creates a loop in the graph of the points-to
relation. Since both∗p andp belong to the same Steensgaard equiv-
alence class (p ∼ ∗p), they will be represented by the same node
in the Steensgaard points-to graph. Since the Steensgaard points-to
graph only has edges between different nodes, we can deduce that
it will be acyclic for the above statement. This ensures thatthe<
relation introduced above is well-defined. Note that such cycles in
the points-to graph can arise in common situations involving cyclic
data structures, void pointers, etc. We therefore distinguish between
the points-to hierarchy and the points-to relation. Henceforth when-
ever we use the term points-to hierarchy we mean the Steensgaard
points-to hierarchy.

Divide and Conquer. When computing the aliases of pointers in
a given Steensgaard partitionP , we want to restrict our analysis
only to those statements ofProg that may affect aliases of pointers
in P . A standard, but important, observation is that aliases of a
pointer inP can be affected only by assignments to either a pointer
in P or a pointerq higher in the Steensgaard points-to hierarchy
than some pointer inP . Assume now that our goal is to compute
Andersen aliases of pointers inP . Then it suffices to restrict our
analysis only to statements that directly modify values of pointers
in the setP≥ comprised of all pointersq such that eitherq > p or
q ∼ p. However, we show that we can do more effective slicing.

Consider the programProg shown in fig. 3. The Steensgaard
partitions for programProg are{a, b}, {y} and{p, x}. Suppose
that we are interested in the aliases of pointers in the partition
P = {a, b}. Note that sincex is (one level) higher in the points-
to hierarchy than botha andb, any modification to∗x or x may
also affect aliases ofa or b. Thus any assignment to∗x or x needs
to be taken into consideration while performing the alias analysis
for a and b. Hence we need to add4a and 1a to StP , the set
of statements ofProg that need be considered while computing
aliases of pointers inP . Note that1a affects aliases ofa due
to the fact thatx points-toa. We also need to take into account
assignments between pointers at the same depth in the points-to
hierarchy. Indeed, from statement4a we can deduce that the value
of ∗x depends on the value of∗y and so any statement that modifies
∗y or y (as in this programy > ∗y) should also be taken into
account thereby including2a into StP . Then it is easily seen that
no more statements need be added toStP . Observe that if we had
simply takenStP to be the set of all statements modifying any
pointer inP≥, we would also have included statement3a which

does not affect the aliases ofa or b. In a large program, the effect
of discarding such statements can be quite significant.

The above example points to a simple fixpoint computation
(algorithm 1) that, given a Steensgaard partitionP , can identify
the set of statementsStP that may affect aliases of pointers inP .
The procedure first computes the set of variables (or references or
dereferences thereof)VP which may affect aliases of pointers in
P . We start by initializingVP to P (line 2). Next we iteratively
compute new pointers that can affect aliases of pointers inVP . The
values of a pointerp ∈ VP can be modified either via a direct
assignment top (line 5) or via an assignment to a dereferencing of
a pointerq where eitherq > p or (the case of a cyclic points-to
relation) q, ∗q and p all occur in the same Steensgaard partition
(line 8). When all such pointers have been discovered, we simply
return the set of all statements that modify a pointer inVP and
hence the possible aliases of a pointer inP .

Algorithm 1 Computing Relevant Statements

1: Input: ProgramProg, Steensgaard Partition:P .
2: Initialize VP to P .
3: repeat
4: V ′

P = ∅.
5: if there exists a pointerq such that there exists a statement

of the formp = q, wherep ∈ VP andq 6∈ VP then
6: addq to V ′

P .
7: end if
8: if there exists a pointerq such that either (i)q > p, or (ii)

q ∼ ∗q and∗q ∼ p (cyclic case), wherep ∈ VP , and there
exists a statement of the form∗q = r with r 6∈ Vp then

9: add∗q, q, r to V ′
P .

10: end if
11: VP = VP ∪ V ′

P .
12: until V ′

P = ∅
13: return the set of all statements ofProg of the formp = q,

wherep ∈ VP .

Soundness.The key step is showing that given a Steensgaard
partition P , restricting Andersen’s analysis to statements inStP

does not result in the loss of any aliases. Towards that end, we first
give a necessary and sufficient condition for when two pointers are
aliased to each other. We start with some definitions. A pointerp is
said to besemantically equivalentto q at locationl if p andq have
the same value atl (even if they are syntactically different).

Definition 3 (Complete Update Sequence).Letλ : l0, ..., lm be a
sequence of successive program locations and letπ be the sequence
li1 : p1 = a0, li2 : p2 = a1,..., lik

: pk = ak−1, of pointer
assignments occurring alongλ. Thenπ is called a complete update
sequence fromp to q leading from locationsl0 to lm iff

• a0 and pk are semantically equivalent top and q at locations
l0 and lm, respectively.

• for eachj, aj is semantically equivalent topj at lij
,

• for eachj, there does not exist any (semantic) assignment to
pointer aj between locationslij

and lij+1
, to a0 betweenl0

andli1 and topk betweenlik
and lm alongλ.

A related concept is that of maximally complete update sequences.

Definition 4 (Maximally Complete Update Sequence).Given a
sequenceλ : l0, ..., lm of successive control locations starting at
the entry control locationl0 of the given program, the maximally
complete update sequence forq leading from locationsl0 to lm
along λ is the complete update sequenceπ of maximum length,
over all pointersp, from p to q (leading from locationsl0 to lm)



main(){
int *a, *b, *c;
int **x, **y;
1a: b = c;
2a: x = &a;
3a: y = &b;
4a: *x = b;

}

Figure 4. Complete vs. Maximally Complete Update Sequences

occurring alongλ. If π is an update sequence fromp to q leading
from locationsl0 to lm, we also call it a maximally complete update
sequence fromp to q leading from locationsl0 to lm.

Typically l1 andlm (see above definitions) are clear from the con-
text. Then we simply refer toπ as a complete or maximally com-
plete update sequence fromp to q. As an example, consider the pro-
gram in figure 4. The sequence4a is a complete update sequence
from b to a leading from1a to 4a, but not a maximally complete
one. It can be seen that1a, 4a is a maximal completion of4a.
Note that at location4a, ∗x is not syntactically but semantically
equal toa due to the assignment at location2a. Maximally com-
plete update sequences can be used to characterize aliasing.

Theorem 5. Pointersp and q are aliased at control locationl iff
there exists a sequenceλ of successive control locations starting at
the entry locationl′ of the given program and ending atl such that
there exists a pointera with the property that there exist maximally
complete update sequences froma to bothp andq (leading froml′

to l) alongλ.

We can now get back to our original goal of showing that given
a Steensgaard partitionP , restricting pointer analysis to program
statements inStP does not cause us to miss any aliases.

Theorem 6. Given a set of pointersQ belonging to the same
Steensgaard partition and pointerp ∈ Q, Alias(p, StP ) =
Alias(p, StQ), whereP is the set of pointers of the given pro-
gram.

Computing Andersen CoversNext, we show how a large Steens-
gaard partition can be broken up into yet smaller sets that form a
disjunctive alias cover for the Steensgaard partition. Unlike Steens-
gaard’s analysis, the points-to sets generated by Andersen’s anal-
ysis are not equivalence classes. An example is shown in figure
2. Here the node representing the set{q} has out-degree three
whereas in the Steensgaard points-to graph for the same example,
each node has out-degree at most one. An Andersen points-to set is
defined to be a set of pointers pointing to the same object in the An-
dersen points-to graph. Since a pointer can appear in more than one
Andersen points-to sets they do not form equivalence classes. Thus
we refer to them as Andersen clusters instead of partitions.How-
ever, the next result shows that they do form a Disjunctive Alias
Cover.

Theorem 7 Let pointerp belong to the Andersen points-to sets
A1, ..., Am. ThenAlias(p, StP ) =

⋃
i
Alias(p, StAi

), whereP
is the set of pointers of the given program.

One potential drawback of Andersen clustering is that sincethe
clusters are not disjoint they can, in some cases, have considerable
overlap with each other. Thus a single Steensgaard partition can
produce a large number of Andersen clusters forming a cover.The
practical implication is that although the maximum time taken to
process each cluster decreases, the total time taken to process all
clusters may actually increase. A solution to this problem is to

int **x, **u, **u,
**w, **z;
int *a, *b, *c;
main(){

1a: x = &c;
2a: w = u;
3a: foo();
4a: z = x;
5a: ∗z = b;
6a: bar();

}

foo(){
1b: ∗x = d;
2b: a = b;
3b: x = w;

}

bar(){
1c: ∗x = d;
2c: a = b;

}

Figure 5. An Example Program

identify an Andersen Thresholdsuch that Andersen clustering is
performed only on Steensgaard partitions larger in cardinality than
this threshold. This threshold can be determined empirically. For
our benchmark suite it turned out to be 60.

3. Scalable Context Sensitive Alias Analysis
Using Steensgaard partitioning and Andersen clustering, once the
pointer aliasing problem has been reduced from the set of allpoint-
ers in the program to a small subset, we can effectively employ
procedure summarization for scalable flow and context-sensitive
pointer alias analysis. Indeed, since most Andersen clusters are
small, the density of access for pointers belonging to a given clus-
ter is typically low. An important implication is that summaries for
a given cluster are usually small in size or even empty for most
functions and can therefore be computed efficiently. We empha-
size that it is clustering that allows us to leverage locality of ref-
erence. Indeed, without the clustering-induced decomposition, we
would have to compute summaries for each function with a pointer
access, viz., practically every function in the given program. Addi-
tionally, for each function we would need to compute the summary
for all pointers modified in that function, not merely the pointers
belonging to the cluster being currently processed, which could
greatly affect the scalability of the analysis. Thus our technique
exploits the synergy that results by combining divide and conquer
with summarization.

Procedure Summaries for Context-Sensitive May-Alias Analy-
sis.We propose a new summarization-based technique for context-
sensitive pointer alias analysis. Given a context, viz., a sequence of
function calls,con = f1...fn, by theorem 5 we have that pointers
p andq are aliased at locationl in fn iff there exists a sequence
λ of successive control locations incon starting at the entry loca-
tion l0 of the given program and leading tol such that there ex-
ists a pointera with maximally complete update sequences froma
to p and froma to q leading froml0 to l alongλ. Thus in order
to compute flow and context-sensitive pointer aliases it suffices to
compute functions summaries that allow us to construct maximally
complete update sequences on demand. The key idea is for the sum-
mary of a functionf to encode local maximally complete update
sequences inf starting from the entry location off . Then the max-
imally complete update sequences in contextcon = f1...fn can be
constructed by splicing together the local maximally complete up-
date sequences for functionsf1, ..., fn in the order of occurrence.

We motivate our notion of summaries with the help of an
example. Consider the programProg shown in figure 5. The
Steensgaard partitions ofProg areP1 = {x, u, w, z} andP2 =
{a, b, c, d}. In this case, the Steensgaard points-to graph forProg
has two nodesn1 andn2 corresponding toP1 andP2, respectively,
with n1 pointing ton2.

Consider the Steensgaard partitionP1. Note that none of the
statements of functionbar can modify aliases of pointers inP1.
This can be determined by checking that no statement ofStP1



(computed via algorithm 1) occurs inbar. Thus for partitionP1,
summaries need to be computed only for functionsmain and foo.
Consider functionfoo. The effect of executingfoo on pointers in
P1 is to assignw to x. Thus the local maximally complete up-
date sequence forx leading from the entry location1b of foo
to 3b is x = w which is represented via the summary tuple
(x, 3b, w, true). The last entry in the tuple encodes points-to con-
straints that are explained later on. Note that with respectto each
of the locations1b and2b, the summaries offoo are empty as the
aliases of none of the pointers inP1 can be modified by executing
foo up to and including location2b.

Now suppose that we want the maximally complete update
sequences forz leading from the entry location1a of main to
its exit location6a. Since bar does not modify aliases of any
pointer inP1, the first statement encountered in traversingmain
backwards from its exit location that could affect aliases of z is
4a. Sincez is being assigned the value ofx, we now start tracking
x backwards instead ofz. As we keep traversing backwards, we
encounter a call tofoo which has the already computed summary
tuple(x, 3b, w, true) for its exit location3b. Since we are currently
tracking the pointerx and since we know from the summary tuple
that x takes it value fromw, the effect of executingfoo can be
captured by replacingx with w in our backward traversal and
jumping directly from the return site3a of foo in main to its
call site2a. Traversing further backwards from2a, we encounter
w = u at location2a causing us to replacew with u. Since no
more transitions modifying pointers ofP1 are encountered in the
backward traversal, we see thatw = u, [x = w], z = x is a
maximally complete update sequence and so(z, 6a, u, true) is
logged as a summary tuple formain. Here,x = w is shown in
square brackets to indicate a summary pair.

Let us now consider the set of pointersP2. Suppose that we are
interested in tracking the maximally complete update sequences for
a leading from1c to 2c in bar. Tracking backwards we immedi-
ately encounter2c causinga to be replaced withb. However, when
we encounter statement∗x = d at location1c, in order to propa-
gate the complete update sequence further backwards, we need to
know whetherx points tob or not at1c. If it does then we prop-
agated backwards else we need to propagateb. Note that whatx
points to cannot, in general, be determined for functionbar in iso-
lation as it might depend on the context in whichbar is called. We
therefore generate the two tuplest1 = (a, 2c, d, 1c : x → b) and
t2 = (a, 2c, b, 1c : x 6→ b) accordingly asx points tob or not at1c,
with the last entries in the tuples encoding the points-to constraints.

Definition 8 (Summary). The summary for functionf is the set of
tuples(p, loc, q, c1 ∧ ... ∧ ck) such that there is maximal complete
update sequence fromq to p starting at the entry location off and
leading to locationloc of f under the points-to constraints imposed
by c1, ..., ck. Each constraintci is of one of the following forms (i)
l : r → s (r points-tos at l) (ii) l : r 6→ s (r does not point tos
at l), (iii) l : r ∼ s (r ands point-to the same object atl), or (iv)
l : r 6∼ s (r ands do not point-to the same object atl) respectively.

Top-Down Processing.Recall from our discussion in the previous
section that when computing summaries for a given Steensgaard
partition P , it suffices to restrict our analysis only to pointers in
VP and statements inStP as computed by algorithm 1. As seen
above, in processing a statement of the form∗x = y at program
locationl, we need to know before hand whatx points to atl. One
option is to consider all possible pointersx may point to in the
Andersen points-to graph. Since Andersen’s analysis in both flow
and context-insensitive, this may result in too many aliases which
in turn may generate too many summary tuples. Because of the
flow insensitivity of Andersen’s analysis most of these summary
tuples will likely be spurious. Thus we need to determine theset of

pointersx may point to at locationl accurately enough to keep the
number of summary tuples small.

Towards that end, we observe that for summarization we need
to consider all possible aliases ofx for each path leading tol
irrespective of the context. Thus when computing summary tuples,
we cannot compute the objects thatx may point to at locationl
in a context-sensitive fashion. To keep the number of summary
tuples generated small, we, therefore, consider flow-sensitive and
context-insensitive (FSCI) points-to sets ofx. We show that the
computation of these FSCI points-to sets can, in fact, be folded
seamlessly into the summary computation for a given Andersen
clusterP . The key observation that makes this possible is that if
∗x = y is a statement ofProg such thatx > y, then in computing
the summary tuples forP , if we encounter∗x = y, the points-
to sets forx need already have been computed beforehand. A
consequence is that the summary computation for pointers inVP

needs to be carried out in atop-downmanner in increasing order of
Steensgaard depth. If, on the other hand, due to cycles in thepoints-
to relation∗x, x and y, occur in the same Steensgaard partition,
then we have to track points-to constraints as defined before.

Dovetailing. For top-down summary computation, we first identify
the Steensgaard partitionsVd11, ..., Vdknk

of VP , whereVdji is the
ith partition ofVP occurring at depthdj in the Steensgaard points-
to hierarchy, with0 = d1 < ... < dk. Next, we start computing
summaries for these partitions ofVP in non-decreasing order of
Steensgaard depth. In the sequel, depth refers to Steensgaard depth
as defined in sec. 2.1. The key idea is to dovetail the computation of
the summary tuples with the computation of the FSCI aliases as is
formalized in algorithm 2. We start by computing summary tuples

Algorithm 2 Dovetailing Summary Computation with Compu-
tation of FSCI-aliases

1: Input: Andersen ClusterP , pointersVP (as computed by alg.
1) and a Steensgaard partitionVd11, ..., Vd1n1

, ..., Vdknk
of VP

as defined above.
2: Compute the function summaries for partitions

Vd11, ..., Vd1n1
.

3: for i = 1 to k − 1 do
4: for eachj ∈ [1..ni] do
5: Compute FSCI points-to sets for pointers inVdij

6: end for
7: for eachl ∈ [1..ni+1] do
8: Compute summaries forVdi+1l

9: end for
10: end for

for pointers ofVP that have the least Steensgaard depth (line 2).
Next for these pointers we compute the FSCI points-to sets (lines
4-5) which, as observed before, can then be used in the computation
of summary tuples for partitions ofVP one depth lower in the
Steensgaard points-to hierarchy (lines 7-8). The procedure iterates
over the depth of the points-to hierarchy. Note that if in computing
the summaries for a partitionVji of VP at depthj, we encounter a
statement of the form∗x = y, wherex points to some pointer in
Vji, then if x > y we would already have computed the FSCI
points-to set ofx which would then allow us to decide how to
propagate the complete update sequence backwards, else we need
to track points-to constraints as formulated in definition 8. Thus
the two key steps that we need are (i) the computation of the FSCI
points-to sets for pointers ofP at depthd given summaries for all
pointers ofP at depthd or less and FSCI aliases for pointers of
P of depth less thand, and (ii) compute function summaries for
pointers at depthd given FSCI points-to sets for pointers of depth
less thand.



Computing Flow-Sensitive and Context-Insensitive Aliases.Let
p ∈ P , whereP is a given Steensgaard partition. Assuming that
summary tuples have been computed for all pointers ofVP at
depthdepth(p) or less, and FSCI aliases have been computed for
all pointers of depth less than that ofp, we now show how to
compute FSCI-aliases ofp at locationl of function f . Note that
from theorem 5, it follows that two pointersp and q are FSCI-
aliased to each other at program locationl if there exist paths in
the control flow graph starting at the entry location of the given
programProg along which there exist maximally complete update
sequences from a pointera to pointersp andq. It follows that in
order to compute the FSCI-aliases ofp at locationl, it suffices to
first compute the setA of pointers such that for eacha ∈ A there
is a maximally complete update sequence froma to p leading from
the entry location ofProg to l. Then the set of aliases ofp is simply
the setQ of all pointersq such that there is a maximally complete
update sequence from a pointer inA to q leading from the entry
location ofProg to l. From the above discussion, it follows that
we need two procedures: one to compute the setA from p and the
other to compute the setQ from A.

Computation of A. Given a Steensgaard partitionP at depthd and
a program locationl in function f , we show how to compute the
setA of pointers such that there is a maximally complete update
sequence from a pointer inA to a pointer inP leading from the
entry location ofProg to location l. We start withP and do a
backward dataflow analysis wherein we track thefrontiers of the
maximal update sequences, i.e., the set of pointersFm such that
there is a maximally complete update sequence from each pointer
in Fm to a pointer inP leading from locationm to l. We assume
that summary tuples (which capture the local maximally complete
update sequences from the entry location of each function) have
already been pre-computed for pointers of depthd or less. ThenA
can be computed simply by splicing together these local complete
update sequences.

In order to accomplish that, we start with the setP and first
compute the set of pointersPropagate such that there is a lo-
cal maximally complete update sequence from each pointer in
Propagate to a pointer inP starting at the entry location of
f and leading tol, i.e., whether there is a tuple of the form
(p, l, q, cond) ∈ Sumf , wherep ∈ P andcond is satisfiable (line
2). In order to test satisfiability ofcond, we note that, by our con-
struction,cond is built from conjuncts of the form (i)m : r → s
(r points-tos at m) (ii) m : r 6→ s (r does not point tos at m),
(iii) m : r ∼ s (r ands point-to the same object atm), or (iv)
m : r 6∼ s (r ands do not point-to the same object atm), where
r ands have Steensgaard depthd or less. Then since summary tu-
ples, and hence points-to sets, have already been computed for all
pointers of Steensgaard depthd or less, the satisfiability ofcond
can be checked at the time of computing the frontier.

If the aliases of a pointerp ∈ P cannot be affected during
any execution off leading to locationl, we need to retain all such
pointers, forming the setRetain (line 3), unchanged in the frontier.
The frontier at the entry location off is Pf = Propagate ∪
Retain. We start the fixpoint computation by adding(f, Pf ) to
Processing, the set of tuples that are currently being processed (line
4). A tuple belonging toProcessingis of the form(h, Ph), where
h is a function and setPh is comprised of pointersr such that
there is a maximally complete update sequence fromr to p leading
from the entry location ofh to locationl of f . Next, to propagate
the frontier backwards, we consider all functionsg that callh. For
each call sitecalligh of h in g we consider, as in the starting step,
the setPropagatei

gh of pointers that have a maximally complete
update sequence from the entry location ofg to calligh (line 10).
As before, any pointer ofPh for which there is no local maximally

complete update sequence leading tocalligh is simply propagated
without modification (line 11). Note that for a functiong if we have
propagated the frontier for a pointerp backwards from the entry
location ofg once then it need not be done again. To ensure that, we
maintain a map from each functiong to the set of pointers which
have been propagated backwards from the entry location ofg. A
pointerq is scheduled to be propagated backwards from the entry
location ofg only if it already hasn’t been done previously (lines
13-16).

Algorithm 3 Computing Flow-Sensitive Context-Insensitive
Aliases

1: Input: SetP of pointers at Steensgaard depthd, locationl of
functionf and the entry functionentry function of Prog.

2: Propagate = {q|p ∈ P and for some satisfiable condition
cond, (p, l, q, cond) ∈ Sumf}

3: Retain = {p|p ∈ P and there does not exist a tuple of the
form (p, l, q, cond) ∈ Sumf}

4: Initialize Processing = {(f, Propagate∪ Retain)}
5: Processed[f ] = Propagate∪ Retain
6: while Processing 6= ∅ do
7: remove a tupletup = (h, Q) from Processing
8: for each functiong callingh do
9: for each call sitecalligh of h in g do

10: Propagatei
gh = {q|p ∈ Q, for some satisfiable

conditioncond, (p, calligh, q, cond) ∈ Sumg}

11: Retaini
gh = {p|p ∈ Q and there does not exist a

tuple of the form(p, calligh, q′, cond) ∈ Sumg}

12: Not-Processed= (Propagatei
gh ∪ Retaini

gh) \
Processed[g]

13: if Not-Processed6= ∅ then
14: Insert tuple(g, Not-Processed) in Processing
15: Processed[g] = Processed[g]∪ Not-Processed
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: end while
20: return Processed[entry function]

Computation of Q The second step, i.e., the computation ofQ
from A is similar to algorithm 3 the only difference being that we
now start at the entry location of the entry function of the given
program and perform the dataflow analysis forward to propagate
maximally complete update sequences from pointers inA till loca-
tion l is reached as opposed to algorithm 3 which was carried out a
similar analysis backwards.

Computing Summary Tuples. The final step is to show how
to compute summary tuples for a set of pointersP in the same
Steensgaard partition given the FSCI points-to sets of pointers
higher in the Steensgaard hierarchy than those inP .

We analyze strongly connected components of the call graph
of the given program in reverse topological order. For computing
summaries for functions in a given strongly connected component
Scc, we start with an arbitrary functionfunc belonging toScc
and then analyze each function inScc till a fixpoint is reached.
Given a pointerptr and locationloc in functionfunc, we perform
a backward traversal on the control flow graph (CFG) of the given
program starting atloc and track maximally complete update se-
quences as tuples of the formtup = (p, f, l, m, q, cond). Tuple
(p, f, l, m, q, cond) indicates that during our backward traversal
we are currently at program locationm and there is a maximally
complete update sequence fromq to p starting atm and leading to



locationl in functionf under the points-to constraints encoded in
cond.

The algorithm maintains a setW of tuples that are yet to be
processed and a setProcessed of tuples already processed. Ini-
tially, W contains the tuple(ptr, func, loc, loc, ptr, true) (line
2 in alg. 5). The tuples inW are processed one by one till there
are none left to process. In each processing step, we delete atu-
ple (p, f, l, m, q, cond) from W (line 4 in alg. 5). In process-
ing (p, f, l, m, q, cond), with respect to the program statement
st : r = t at locationm, we need to generate the new pointer
valuenewPtr that is propagated backwards as well the new con-
dition newCond under which it is propagated (line 6 in alg. 5).
This is accomplished via alg. 4.

Algorithm 4 Processing a Tuple with respect to a statement

1: Input: Tuple (p, f, l, m, q, cond), a statementst : r = t at
control locationm and an Andersen clusterP .

2: if the statement at locationm is of the formst : r = t where
st ∈ StP andr is at the same Steensgaard depth asq then

3: if r is a pointer variablethen
4: if q is a pointer variable orq is of the form&s then
5: if q = r then
6: newPtr = t andnewCond = cond
7: else
8: newPtr = q andnewCond = cond
9: end if

10: else ifq is of the form∗s then
11: Compute the FSCI points-to setPT m

s of s at location
m

12: if r 6∈ PT m
s then

13: newPtr = q andnewCond = cond
14: else ifs points tor at locationm then
15: newPtr = t andnewCond = cond ∧ m : s → r
16: else
17: newPtr = q andnewCond = cond ∧m : s 6→ r
18: end if
19: end if
20: else ifr is of the form∗u then
21: Compute the FSCI aliasesPT m

u of u at locationm
22: if q is a pointer variable orq is of the form&s then
23: if u points toq atm then
24: newPtr = t andnewCond = cond ∧m : u → q
25: else
26: newPtr = q andnewCond = cond∧m : u 6→ q
27: end if
28: else ifq is of the form∗s then
29: if s cannot be FSCI aliased tou atm then
30: newPtr = q andnewCond = cond
31: else ifs andu can be aliased to each other atm then
32: newPtr = t andnewCond = cond ∧ m : s ∼ u
33: else
34: newPtr = q andnewCond = cond ∧ m : s 6∼ u
35: end if
36: end if
37: end if
38: else
39: newCond = cond andnewPtr = q
40: end if

We consider two cases. First assume that the lhs expressionr
in st : r = t, is simply a (pointer) variable. By remark 1, in
section 2, there are three sub-cases to consider (i)q is a pointer
variable, (ii)q is of the form∗s, and (iii) q is of the form&s. In
cases (i) and (iii) we know precisely during our backward traversal
what q is. However in case (ii) the value ofq depends on whats

points to. Thus in cases (i) and (iii), ifq is the same pointer as
r then newPtr = t (line 6 in alg. 4) elsenewPtr = q (line
8 in alg. 4), withnewCond = cond in either case. Ifq is of the
form∗s then using the FSCI points-to analysis presented before, we
determine the set of pointersPT m

s thats can point to at locationm.
Then if r ∈ PT m

s there are two possible scenarios:newPtr = t
and newCond = cond ∧ m : s → r (line 15 in alg. 4) or
newPtr = q andnewCond = cond ∧ m : s 6→ r (line 17 in
alg. 4) accordingly ass points tor at m or not, respectively. If, on
the other hand,r 6∈ PT m

s , then we know thatq can never equal
r and so it is propagated without change, i.e.,newPtr = q and
newCond = cond (line 13 in alg. 4).

Now consider the case thatr is of the form ∗u. Again we
consider the three sub-cases listed above. In cases (i) and (iii),
newPtr = t andnewCond = cond ∧ m : u → q (line 24 in
alg. 4) ornewPtr = q andnewCond = cond ∧ m : u 6→ q (line
26 in alg. 4) accordingly asu points toq or not atm, respectively.
In case (ii),newPtr = t andnewCond = cond∧m : s ∼ u (line
32 in alg. 4) ornewPtr = q andnewCond = cond ∧ m : s 6∼ u
(line 34 in alg. 4) accordingly ass andu point to the same object
or not, respectively.

The next step is to propagate the dataflow facts backwards to
the predecessor locations ofm. There are two cases to consider.
First, assume thatm is a return site of a functiong that was called
from within f . Then we have to propagate the effect of execut-
ing g backwards fornewPtr. Towards that end, for each summary
tuple of the form(newPtr, g, exitg, w, cond′) we add the new
tuple (p, f, l, callmfg, w, newCond ∧ cond′) (line 12 in alg. 5),
wherecallmfg is the call site ofg corresponding to the call return
at locationm, to W . If there exists no such tuple and ifnewPtr
is modified semantically insideg (which can be determined by
checking whether the left hand side of an assignment is FSCI-
aliased tonewPtr) then we need to propagatenewPtr through
g and so we add the tuple(p, f, l, exitg, newPtr, newCond) to
W (line 15 in alg. 5). At the same time, we also add(newPtr, g,
exitg, exitg, newPtr, true) to W (line 15 in alg. 5) so that we
do not have to re-compute the above tuple the next time around
we need to propagate this information back throughg. Finally,
if such a tuple does not exist inSumg nor cannewPtr be se-
mantically modified insideg then executingg has no effect on
newPtr and so we can jump straight to the call sitecallmfg of g
matching the return sitem of g. Accordingly, we add the tuple
(p, f, l, callmfg, newPtr, newCond) to W (line 17 in alg. 5).

For the second case, we assume that,m is not a function call
return site. We consider the setPred of all the predecessor loca-
tions of m in f (line 21 in alg. 5). For eachpred ∈ Pred, we
form the tupletup = (p, f, l, pred, newPtr, newCond). If tup
has already been processed, no action is required. else we add tup
to W .

Note that algorithm 5 is interprocedural and can handle recur-
sion. Indeed, when building the summary for a functionfunc be-
long to a strongly connected componentScc if we encounter a call
to functionfunc′ for which the necessary summary tuples haven’t
been computed then we first analyze that function to compute the
required summary tuples via step 15. In this way we explore that
part ofScc which is relevant to computing the summary tuples for
func. By repeating the procedure for each function inScc, we end
up building summaries for each function inScc.

Comparison with Existing Summarization Approaches.Due to
top-down processing, the points-to relations for pointerswhich are
higher in the Steensgaard hierarchy thanP can be resolved at the
time of building the summary tuples forP and so we do not need
to consider the many possible points-to relations involving these
pointers. A standard summarization approach would bemonolithic
in nature as it would track how a function could modify the points-



Time Steensgaard Partitioning Andersen ClusteringExample KLOC # pointers Partitioning Clustering
(secs) #cluster Max Time #cluster Max Time

sock 0.9 1089 0.02 0.04 0.11 517 9 0.03 539 6 0.01
hugetlb 1.2 3607 0.3 0.5 8 1091 45 0.7 1290 11 0.78
ctrace 1.4 377 0.01 0.03 0.07 47 36 0.03 193 6 0.03
autofs 8.3 3258 0.6 1 6.48 589 125 0.52 907 27 0.92
plip 14 3257 0.7 1.2 6.51 568 26 0.57 761 14 0.62
ptrace 15 9075 0.9 1.1 16 924 96 1.46 5941 18 0.67
raid 17 814 0.01 0.06 0.12 100 129 0.03 192 26 0.03
jfs dmap 17 14339 2.9 4.7 510 4190 39 3.62 9214 11 1.34
tty io 18 2675 0.9 2.1 22 828 8 0.52 882 6 0.45
ipoib multicast 26 2888 0.9 1.2 54.7 1167 15 1 1378 9 0.5
wavelanko 20 3117 0.6 1.4 17.68 591 44 1.2 744 19 1
pico 22 1903 2 10 ≥ 15min 484 171 4.98 871 102 4.46
synclink 24 16355 12 18 ≥ 15min 1237 95 26.85 3503 93 26
icecast-2.3.1 49 7490 2 12 459 964 114 15 2553 52 15
freshclam 54 1991 0.3 0.9 ≥ 15min 157 77 0.6 740 45 0.44
mt-daapd 92 4008 1.4 6.8 ≥ 15min 635 89 4.8 1118 83 12.79
sigtool-0.88 95 5881 2 10 ≥ 15min 552 151 8 981 147 7
clamd 101 16639 13 34 61 1274 346 49 3915 187 41
sendmail 115 65134 125 675 76min 21088 596 1878 24580 193 1389
httpd 128 16180 40 89 ≥ 15min 1779 199 35 3893 152 32

Table 1. Comparing Flow and Context-Sensitive Alias analysis without Clustering and with Steensgaard and Andersen Clustering

to relation of all pointers, i.e., those inP and the ones occurring
higher in the hierarchy. Combinatorially, this would result in a lot
more possible points-to configurations and thus larger summaries.
This explain why our summarization approach is more succinct.
Moreover, within each functionf , we do a backward propagation
and can extract precisely those points-to relations among parame-
ters that can affect aliases of pointers inP due to execution off .
Existing approaches carry out a forward propagation and therefore
consider all possible relations between parameters many ofwhich
may be irrelevant.

Computing Flow and Context-Sensitive Aliases.Finally, to com-
pute the flow and context-sensitive aliases of pointer in a given
Andersen clusterP at a given locationloc in a given context
con = f1, ..., fk, we follow a procedure very similar to the com-
putation of FSCI aliases formulated in algorithm 3. The onlydif-
ference is that the computations of the setsA andQ are now done
with respect to a given context instead of taking the union over all
contexts leading to a given program location.

Path-Sensitivity. In our analysis, we have so far ignored condi-
tional statements rendering it path-insensitive. However, we can
easily track the conditional statements encountered whilebuilding
summaries as boolean expressions over program variables inthe
same way as we tracked points-to constraints. Thus in this case, a
summary tuple would be of the form(p, loc, q, c1 ∧ ...∧ ck , conb),
where the additional entryconb is a boolean expression captur-
ing the branching constraints along an update sequence fromq to
p. One may chose to track the branching constraints only locally
within a function as was done in [8] or globally across functions.
Furthermore, BDDs can be used to represent the boolean expres-
sionconb in a canonical fashion so as to weed put infeasible paths
and hence bogus summary tuples.

4. Experimental Results
Our experiments were conducted on a variety of commonly used
programs on a machine with an Intel Pentium4 3.20GHz processor
and 2GB RAM. Table 1 show data for flow and context sensitive
(FSCS) pointer alias analysis. The times taken for the initial Steens-
gaard partitioning and the bootstrapped Andersen clustering are

given in columns 4 and 5, respectively. Columns 6 shows the data
for FSCS-analysis without use of any clustering. Columns 8 and
9 show data when carrying out (bootstrapping) the FSCS-analysis
on Steensgaard partitions, whereas columns 11 and 12 show data
for FSCS-analysis on Andersen clusters which are, in turn, gotten
from Steensgaard partitions. To simulate parallelization, we dis-
tribute the clusters into 5 parts (to simulate 5 machines). This is
done using a greedy heuristic. First we divide the total number of
pointers in the given program by 5 which gives us a rough esti-
mate, denoted bysize5, of the number of pointers in each part.
Then we process the clusters one-by-one and as soon as the sumof
the number of pointers in each clusters exceedssize5, we combine
all clusters processed so far into a single part at which point we
re-start the processing. The time spent on each part is the sum of
the times taken to analyze all clusters individually in thatpart. We
report the maximum time taken over all parts. The purpose of these
experiments was to show the effect of bootstrapping on FSCS-alias
analysis. This is in line with the goals of the paper which is to show
how bootstrapping via clustering can be used to enhance existing
pointer analyses. Thus our contribution is orthogonal to improving
any existing pointer analysis or proposing new ones. For instance,
any new pointer analysis that enhances Andersen’s analysis(see
for instance [9]) can be plugged directly into our frameworkto re-
place the existing Andersen’s analysis. Another option is to cascade
another analysis like the One-Flow analysis [3, 4] between Steens-
gaard and Andersen.

The original motivation for this work was static data race detec-
tion for Linux device drivers. We present data for ten drivers:sock,
hugetlb, ctrace, autofs, plip, ptrace, raid, jfs dmap, tty io,
andipoib multicast. Additionally, we consider the mail transfer
agentssendmailandpico(part ofPine). Other examples were taken
from gnu.org. It can be seen from the results (cols. 4 vs. 7; cols.
4 vs. 10) that bootstrapping clearly enhances our FSCS-analysis.
The time indicated is in seconds. While there was a clear reduc-
tion in the time taken when using clustering, the comparisonbe-
tween Steensgaard and Andersen clustering (cols. 7 vs. 10) is more
interesting. Whereas for thesendmailexample, the time taken de-
creases substantially, for themt-daapexample the time taken when
using Andersen clustering becomes almost threefold. A closer look



Algorithm 5 Interprocedural May-Alias Summary Computa-
tion for an Andersen Cluster

1: Input: Andersen Cluster:P , Lock Pointer:ptr, Control Loca-
tion loc, Functionfunc.

2: Initialize W to {(ptr, func, loc, loc, ptr, true)} and
Processed to ∅.

3: repeat
4: Remove a tupletup = (p, f, l, m, q, cond) from W .
5: Add tup to Processed
6: Processtup with respect to the statement atm (alg. 4) to

determinenewPtr andnewCond
7: if m is the entry location off then
8: we add(p, l, newPtr, newCond) to Sumf

9: else ifm is the call return site of a function call forg then
10: if the summary tuple has been computed fornewPtr for

the exit locationexitg of g then
11: for each tuple of the form(newPtr, g, exitg, w,

cond′) ∈ Sumg do
12: Add the tuple (p, f, l, callmfg, w, cond′ ∧

newCond), wherecallmfg is the call-site ofg in f
matching the return sitem, to W and Proc if it
doesn’t belong toProc

13: end for
14: else if newPtr can be (semantically) modified byg

then
15: Add the tuples(p, f, l, exitg, newPtr, newCond)

and(newPtr, g, exitg, exitg, newPtr, true) to W
andProc if they don’t already belong toProc

16: else
17: Add the tuple(p, f, l, callmfg, newPtr, newCond) to

W andProc if it doesn’t already belong toProc
18: end if
19: else
20: for each predecessorpred of m do
21: Add tup = (p, f, l, pred, newPtr, newCond) to W

andProcessed if tup doesn’t already belong toProc
22: end for
23: end if
24: until W is empty

at themt-daapexample reveals that there is barely any reduction in
the maximum cluster size, i.e., from 89 for Steensgaard to 83for
Andersen clusters. This indicates a considerable overlap among the
Steensgaard partitions because of which there is little benefit due to
Andersen clustering. For the sendmail example, on the otherhand,
the maximum cluster size drops from 596 to 193 and accordingly so
does the running time from 1878 to 1389. Thus Andersen cluster-
ing is a good option for large code with high pointer access density
but little overlap among Andersen clusters which can be gauged by
the difference in the maximum sizes of Steensgaard and Andersen
clusters. If that difference is below a threshold then one need not
resort to Andersen clustering.
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